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 Lesson notes
Ed�t�ng techn�ques to show the pass�ng of t�me
• The action that is presented in the film takes place 

over three days and two nights. We know that time 
passes due to the change in light created by cuts 
and light fading in and out.

• The light also helps convey mood. For example, 
the dim lighting of candlelight in the scene with 
the grandmother helps to convey a warm, intimate 
atmosphere. 

Ed�t�ng techn�ques to convey a lot of �nformat�on
• The film Come See the Bioscope uses a very 

clever combination of voiceover and montage 
in order to tell us a lot of information about Sol 
Plaatje quickly and in a way that is visually 
appealing. 

• The actual bioscope show conveys a lot of 
information about Plaatje and the historical events 
of the time. The contrast between the situation that 
the audience is in, and the pomp and splendour of 
London is emphasised by cutting from the screen 
to the audience. 

• An especially interesting example is the cut to 
close-up of grandmother’s face when Plaatje’s 
voice-over is talking about Lloyd George being 
shocked about the Land Act. We already know 
that the grandmother has been very badly affected 
by the Land Act, so this editing technique helps us 
to see her reaction to what a British politician says 
about it.  

Mus�c 
• The music that is played in a film has a powerful 

emotional effect on viewers. It helps to establish 
mood and atmosphere.

• For example, the film opens with cheerful music 
 playing. It draws the audience’s attention, and 

 helps to create a mood of optimism. The singing 
also helps to place the action in South Africa. This 
music works well for the beginning of this film. It 
sets the scene and prepares us for a light, uplifting 
story with dark undertones. 

• The soundtrack that accompanies the actual 
bioscope show is also significant as it is 
introduced by the character playing Sol Plaatje as 
being “a recording of my voice that was recorded 
in England in 1923” and it includes part of “Nkosi 
Sikelel’ iAfrika” – which is now part of South 
Africa’s national anthem. Here the choice of music 
helps to convey a sense of patriotism. It helps us 
to realise Plaatje’s love for South Africa and her 
people.

?  TASK
Make a list of techniques that filmmakers can use to 
convey a lot of information in a short space of time. 

Ed�t�ng Techn�ques
Although the film Come See the Bioscope is less than half an hour long many, many hours’ worth of film must have 
been shot in order to make this short film. In this lesson we consider how the filmmaker selected and presented certain 
clips or sequences in a specific order using different editing techniques.

 Lesson Outcomes
By the end of this lesson, you should be able to:
• discuss the editing techniques that have been 

used to 
 • show the passing of time
 • convey a lot of information
 • incorporate music

 Curr�culum L�nks
LO 2: Read�ng and v�ew�ng
explore and explain key features of texts and how they 
contribute to meaning in visual, audio and multi-media 
texts:
• recognise the use of visual, audio and audio-visual 

techniques such as the use of colour, dialogue, 
music, sound, lighting, editing, framing, styles 
of shot, camera techniques, foregrounding and 
backgrounding (linked to task)
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